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The opioid epidemic has ravaged the United States, killing over 100 Americans every day and costing the nation upward of $90 billion a year. All branches and levels of the government have pursued measures to combat the epidemic and reduce its societal costs. Perhaps the most interesting response is the emergence of direct-injury government-entity lawsuits, which seek to recover damages from opioid companies that facilitated prescription pill addictions. Cities, counties, and states across the country are suing opioid manufacturers and distributors in unprecedented numbers.

This Note explores the role of direct-injury government-entity claims as compared to other forms of civil litigation employed in the opioid crisis. It highlights the obstacles faced by parens patriae actions, individual lawsuits, class actions, and aggregate actions in general. This Note argues that direct-injury government claims have important advantages over other forms of civil litigation because they overcome certain defenses related to victim blameworthiness and because they function as inherently representative actions that bypass the certification requirements of traditional aggregate actions.
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INTRODUCTION

Every day, 115 Americans die from opioid addiction.1 Both former president Barack Obama2 and current president Donald Trump3 have labeled the opioid crisis a national emergency. More Americans today use

---

prescription painkillers than tobacco, and more people die from heroin than gun homicides. Drug overdoses are the “leading cause of injury death in the United States” and over 60 percent of those deaths involve an opioid.

The term “opioid” is used to describe a family of drugs prescribed primarily for pain relief and derived either naturally from opium plants or artificially by transforming “the chemical structure of . . . naturally occurring opioids.” When used recreationally, opioids produce a euphoric high that makes them “prone to abuse.” While pleasing at first, continual opioid abuse raises an individual’s tolerance to the drug (requiring higher doses to “produce pleasure comparable to that provided in previous drug-taking episodes”), and eventually the individual becomes dependent on opioids to avoid extreme withdrawal symptoms.

There are various types of opioids and most correspond to a marketed pharmaceutical drug: oxycodone (OxyContin, Percodan, Percocet), hydrocodone (Vicodin, Lortab, Lorcan), diphenoxylate (Lomotil), codeine, fentanyl (Duragesic), propoxyphene (Darvon), hydromorphone (Dilaudid), meperidine (Demerol), methadone, and morphine (Kadian, Avniza, MS Contin).

Morphine, for example, is a natural chemical derived from the poppy plant and is used to create the illicit drug heroin, a dangerous substance responsible for 13,000 overdose deaths in 2015.

The road to heroin addiction today begins with legal prescription painkillers. Individuals first become addicted to prescription pills and “move on to heroin when it becomes too difficult or expensive to access prescription...
Whereas in the 1960s most opioid addicts began their addiction by injecting heroin, the average opioid addict today gets hooked by using prescription pills. One study found that 75 percent of high school heroin users begin their opioid addiction with prescription medications.

The opioid epidemic has created not only a health crisis, but also an economic burden on America. From 2011 to 2015, the United States realized a 1000 percent increase in “professional charges and allowed amounts for services for patients diagnosed with opioid abuse or dependence.” In 2011, the societal cost of opioid abuse was an estimated $55.7 billion: $25 billion in health-care costs (primarily excess medical and drug costs), $11.2 billion in lost earnings from premature death, $7.9 billion in lost productivity, and $5.1 billion in criminal justice expenditures. In 2016, the “monetized burden” of prescription drug abuse rose to $78.5 billion: $28 billion in health-care costs, $21.5 billion for overdose treatment, $20 billion in lost productivity, and $7.7 billion in criminal justice expenditures. When converting the loss of life into monetary figures, the economic burden of the opioid epidemic is even higher. A health-care specialist from Harvard Medical School calculated “that loss of life alone costs the economy an additional sum of between a hundred and a hundred and fifty billion dollars a year.”

One method that governments have used to recover the immense costs of the opioid crisis is to sue opioid companies for the economic harm that they have suffered as a result of opioid addiction. Quite recently, the popularity of these direct-injury claims has increased exponentially: cities, counties,
and states ravaged by the opioid epidemic are filing civil complaints against opioid manufacturers and distributors in increasing numbers. This Note explores the role of the direct-injury claim in the context of the opioid crisis, and why it is such a popular response. Part I of this Note discusses the variety of responses that the government has implemented to prevent opioid addiction, facilitate addiction treatment, and punish the parties responsible for the opioid epidemic. Part II focuses on direct-injury claims, a measure that seeks to punish the opioid manufacturers and distributors responsible for America’s opioid crisis by recovering damages spent on infrastructure and health care in response to the crisis. Part II also explores the role of these direct-injury claims by noting the downfalls and challenges of other forms of civil litigation in the context of the opioid epidemic. Part III then explains how direct-injury government-entity claims circumvent the obstacles that have hindered individual, class action, and parens patriae actions against opioid companies.

I. GOVERNMENT EFFORTS TO COMBAT THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC

Every branch and level of government has been involved in the fight against opioid addiction. To understand the distinct role played by direct-injury government claims, one must see these lawsuits in the context of the full panoply of government efforts to deal with the opioid crisis. These efforts can be split into two categories: proactive and reactive. Proactive measures aim to prevent American citizens from becoming addicted to prescription opioids in the first place. Reactive responses aim to treat opioid addicts and punish the parties responsible for facilitating opioid addiction. Part I.A discusses proactive measures that attempt to limit the market for illicit medications through regulation of the legal prescription drug industry. Although proactive measures are arguably superior because they address the issue of addiction before it proliferates, the opioid epidemic has grown far too serious to rely solely on proactive responses. Part I.B discusses reactive measures that aim to increase treatment options or penalize drug dealers, prescribers, and companies for facilitating opioid addiction.

A. Proactive Measures: Preventing Addiction

The prescription drug industry must be properly regulated to ensure that opioids are being used safely and only for medicinal purposes. Congress has placed much of the responsibility for regulating prescription opioids in the hands of executive agencies. Two agencies in particular, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), are highly accountable for regulating the legal prescription drug industry. The FDA is responsible for regulating prescription painkillers prior to their

entrance into the market, whereas the DEA regulates the manufacture, distribution, and possession of prescription medications once they are released to the public.

The FDA derives its authority to regulate drugs from the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”) of 1938. The FDCA requires that the FDA approve every drug before it is manufactured or distributed in the United States. The FDA’s task involves a tough balance between giving needy patients a valuable medication, reducing prices, and fostering innovation on one hand and, on the other hand, encouraging safety and efficacy for companies that are otherwise disincentivized to do so. For example, when the FDA first approved OxyContin, members of the medical community were convinced that it had approved a “gift from nature”: a medication that provides patients long-term pain relief “with few side effects.” Once the agency understood the risk of opioid addiction and the misleading nature of Purdue Pharma’s advertisement scheme, its objective was to offset the danger by strengthening OxyContin’s warning label. Since 2007, the FDA has erred on the side of safety and increased its regulation of prescription opioids by requiring prescription opioid manufacturers to undergo a three-tiered regulation process before releasing their drugs to the market.

The DEA serves as the primary enforcer of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA). The statute requires all distributors and manufacturers of prescription opioids to generate a “closed system” of distribution and keep adequate records on the quantity of drugs being produced, purchased, and

23. Id. § 355(a).
27. See FDA Opioid Timeline, supra note 25.
In addition to reporting these suspicious orders, distributors must prevent diversion to illegitimate outlets by “conduct[ing] an independent analysis of suspicious orders prior to completing a sale.”

The DEA administers, enforces, and sets detailed regulations in line with the CSA. It has the ability, for example, to set “quantity and production” quotas for drug manufacturers and penalize any distributors that fail to adhere to Rule 1301.74.

Opioid manufacturers and distributors are just one part of the distribution chain. In addition to regulating their conduct, the government must also regulate the parties that provide medications directly to patients: the opioid prescribers. A subset of the Department of Health and Human Services, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, is responsible for setting federal guidelines aimed specifically at opioid prescription. Each state also has its own statutory structure for monitoring prescription medications and separate licensing requirements for physicians, hospitals, and pharmacies. Some states particularly afflicted by the opioid epidemic have added restrictions on a physician or pharmacy’s ability to dispense prescription medication. Florida, for example, has completely banned doctors from prescribing oxycodone on-site. This measure has decreased the number of oxycodone doses purchased in the state by 97 percent.

By regulating the legal prescription drug industry, the government effectively limits the market for illicit prescription opioids. However, as the illicit market for opioids kept growing despite regulatory efforts, state
legislatures began taking a more targeted approach by focusing on the methods that opioid addicts frequently use to obtain illicit medications. The two most prominent methods are “doctor shopping” and “pill mills.” Doctor shopping occurs when a single patient seeks multiple treatment providers to illicitly procure prescription medications. The objective behind doctor shopping is “to obtain the maximum amount of pills without the medical community becoming wise to the scheme.” Drug abusers also commonly obtain large amounts of prescription pills through so-called pill mills: doctors, clinics, or pharmacies that inappropriately prescribe or dispense prescription medications, often in large quantities. The most popular state solution to address both these issues has been the creation of prescription monitoring programs (PMPs): systems that track every prescription medication being dispensed throughout the state and “make it easier for law enforcement agencies to identify pill mills [and doctor-shopping activity] without adversely affecting legitimate pain clinics that properly prescribe controlled medications.” Every state aside from Missouri has enacted a PMP program, and these have “proven effective in helping reduce [the] availability, abuse, and diversion of illicitly obtained prescription drugs.” Unfortunately, PMPs and other reactive measures are insufficient to prevent American citizens from becoming addicted to prescription opioids. Therefore, it is necessary for the government to pursue reactive measures that accept opioid addiction as a reality of American culture and aim to lower the societal cost of the crisis.

B. Reactive Measures: Treatment, Punishment, and Retribution

There are a variety of reactive measures that American government entities have pursued to address opioid addiction after it affects individuals. In line with the perspective that opioid addiction is a medical problem rather than a crime, many reactive measures seek to increase opioid-addiction treatment options for addicted individuals. The alternative is a penal approach, which

42. See DRUG EN’T AGENCY, supra note 6, at 26. Thirty-three of the forty-nine states that utilize PMPs share prescription data among themselves using an InterConnect system created by the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy. Id.
44. Some commentators have argued that, unlike other forms of drug addiction, opioid addiction is more likely to be viewed as a medical problem rather than a crime because it affects mostly white individuals. See German Lopez, When a Drug Epidemic’s Victims Are White, VOX (Apr. 4, 2017), https://www.vox.com/identities/2017/4/4/15098746/opioid-
addresses on the criminal and tortious conduct by parties that facilitate opioid addiction through criminal prosecutions and civil litigation, respectively.

1. Increase of Treatment Options

Congress and various bureaucratic agencies have worked to facilitate the treatment of opioid use disorder (OUD) and addiction. Well before the opioid epidemic, Congress passed the Narcotic Addiction Treatment Act of 1974 (NATA) and the Drug Addiction Treatment Act of 2000 (DATA) to increase addiction and overdose treatment options for opioid users. Congress has also provided huge grants to state governments for substance abuse treatment. Around 32 percent of all state funding for substance abuse problems comes from a 1992 block grant from the federal government. In 2016, the federal government set aside an extra $1 billion for states to administer and create treatment and recovery programs for opioid users.

State legislatures have also done their part by increasing access to overdose or addiction treatments, decreasing liability for physicians prescribing

45. The CDC defines opioid use disorder as “[a] problematic pattern of opioid use that causes significant impairment or distress” characterized by “unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control use, or use resulting in social problems and a failure to fulfill obligations at work, school, or home.” Commonly Used Terms, CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/opioids/terms.html (last visited Nov. 15, 2018).


48. The main issue with DATA was its limitation on the number of patients a practice can treat simultaneously: thirty. Id. § 3502(a)(5). Even large clinics with plenty of physicians were restricted by DATA’s thirty-patient limitation. Over time, the Department of Health and Human Services fixed this problem by promulgating rules that expanded the number of persons a single practice could treat simultaneously, raising the limit in 2016 to 275.42 C.F.R. § 8.1 (2017).


50. Id. at 8.

51. The 21st Century Cures Act set aside $1 billion “in funding over 2 years for grants to states targeting opioid prevention and treatment activities.” Comm. on Pain Mgmt. & Regulatory Strategies to Address Prescription Opioid Abuse, supra note 30, at 29.

52. In the past, states imposed barriers that prevented laypersons from accessing overdose-reversing drugs, by, for example, restricting doctors from prescribing naloxone “for
overdose-treatment drugs, and providing legal immunity to bystanders who assist during overdoses. By 2016, forty-seven states had passed legislation that does one or more of the following: (1) provides immunity to prescribers of overdose treatments such as naloxone; (2) permits doctors to make third-party prescriptions of overdose treatments to friends, family, or acquaintances of an overdosing patient; or (3) authorizes trained responders to administer naloxone “if they believe someone is experiencing a drug overdose.” Furthermore, all of these forty-seven states have passed some form of a Good Samaritan law that grants either reduced liability or complete “immunity to individuals who summon emergency aid in the event of an overdose.”

The FDA has employed its regulatory authority to authorize abuse-deterrent opioids, medications that prevent OUD, and drugs that reverse overdoses. Furthermore, the FDA has had an important role (either on its own or with other agencies) researching the effects of opioid use and educating the public about substance abuse problems. These treatment measures are complemented by reactive measures that focus on penalizing wrongful actions rather than assisting addicted persons.

2. Criminal Prosecutions

State and federal governments criminally prosecute any party responsible for facilitating the opioid epidemic—whether it be street dealers, doctors, or huge pharmaceutical companies. Although the federal government and most states have chosen to view opioid addiction as an illness by focusing more on addiction treatment, some states are reinvigorating a “tough on crime” approach to deter drug dealers. Kentucky, for example, has recently increased penalties for heroin trafficking, and Florida has enacted a law that...
charges drug dealers with murder if their customers overdose on opioids.65 The DEA takes a similar “tough on crime” approach. In 2001, it initiated a plan to “investigate and prosecute doctors for improper prescribing of OxyContin.”66 Federal prosecutors have used a variety of liability theories to sue physicians, ranging from unlawful distribution of controlled substances resulting in death67 to money laundering.68 From 1998 to 2006, there were a total of 986 lawsuits against physicians “involving the prescribing of opioid analgesics.”69 About 80 percent of the physicians “pled guilty or no contest to at least one of the criminal charges brought against them.”70

Prosecutors also target pharmacists who illegally distribute prescription opioids. Of particular interest are internet “e-pharmacies” that have the ability to dispense millions of prescription pills and evade regulatory mechanisms implemented by states.71 United States v. Tobin72 featured an attack on one such internet pharmacy, Jive Network, which connected consumers to doctors who spent under ten seconds reviewing orders and filled thousands of prescriptions without hesitation.73 The DEA also collaborates with federal prosecutors to bring cases against opioid manufacturers and distributors. In 2002, the U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Virginia began a criminal investigation focused on Purdue’s misbranding of OxyContin.74 The investigation culminated in a guilty plea by Purdue Frederick Company, Inc., the manufacturer of OxyContin at the time. Purdue and three of its top executives were forced to pay “more than $600 million to federal and state agencies.”75 Civil lawsuits filed by

67. See, e.g., United States v. Igmasiak, 667 F.3d 1217, 1228–29 (11th Cir. 2012); United States v. McIver, 470 F.3d 550, 556 (4th Cir. 2006); United States v. Hurwitz, 459 F.3d 463, 475 (4th Cir. 2006); United States v. Williams, 445 F.3d 1302, 1308 (11th Cir. 2006).
70. Id.
71. Some critics argue that “e-pharmacies” render doctor shopping irrelevant by giving opioid addicts a quick and easy method to obtain illicit prescription medications. See Cadwell, supra note 39, at 107–16.
72. 676 F.3d 1264 (11th Cir. 2012).
73. Id. at 1271.
74. Purdue had engaged in deceptive sales techniques: training their sales representatives “to make false representations to health care providers” and claiming that OxyContin was difficult to abuse, less addictive and less euphoric than other opioids, lacked withdrawal symptoms, and provided “fewer peaks and valleys” than other opioids. Paul D. Frederickson, Criminal Marketing: Corporate and Managerial Liability in the Prescription Drug Industry, 22 MIDWEST L.J. 115, 137 (2008). All these assertions were false. Id.
75. Id. at 115. “After their pleas, the Department of Health and Human Services barred the three [Purdue executives] for 20 years from doing business with Medicare or other taxpayer-financed health care program[s].” Barry Meier, Ruling Is Upheld Against Executives Tied to Oxycontin, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 15, 2010), http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/16/business/16purdue.html [https://perma.cc/BN8R-2BMM].
individuals and class actions were a great help to DEA officials; information gathered during those early lawsuits was utilized to convict the opioid companies.76

Whereas criminal actions against opioid manufacturers are focused on alleged misrepresentations and deceptive marketing, criminal actions against opioid distributors are focused on a lack of oversight and violations of the Controlled Substances Act. The DEA penalizes those distributors that fail to adhere to the regulations set forth in the CSA.77 For example, in 2007, the DEA issued an immediate suspension order (ISO) and fined Cardinal Health $34 million for failing to prevent (or notify the DEA) of its hydrocodone distribution to illegitimate internet pharmacies.78

3. Civil Lawsuits

In addition to criminal prosecutions, there have been many civil lawsuits filed against opioid companies by governments seeking to recover damages resulting from the opioid epidemic. Although the viability of the tort theories has not been tested in court, the rise in settlement figures over the years indicates the growing success of such lawsuits.79 In 2004, Purdue settled with West Virginia for a small sum of $10 million.80 West Virginia was required to use the proceeds from settlement to fund programs that further educate doctors, encourage drug prevention, or facilitate drug rehabilitation.81

This settlement motivated twenty-six other states to bring suit in 2007, which culminated with a $19.5 million settlement in the states’ favor.82 In addition, the settlement required Purdue to (1) “market and promote

---

76. “Then, as Hanly [a prominent lawyer that lead civil trials against Purdue Pharma] tells it, the Justice Department caught wind of the civil litigation and asked if he would help with a budding criminal investigation into Purdue. Hanly was happy to assist.” Andrew Joseph, A Veteran New York Litigator Is Taking on Opioid Makers: They Have a History, STAT NEWS (Oct. 10, 2017), https://www.statnews.com/2017/10/10/opioid-lawsuits-paul-hanly/ [https://perma.cc/TA35-BA8L].

77. See supra notes 30–33 and accompanying text.


79. See Ausness, supra note 66, at 1149.

80. Christopher R. Page, Comment, These Statements Have Not Been Approved by the FDA: Improving the Postapproval Regulation of Prescription Drugs, 88 OR. L. REV. 1189, 1205 (2009).

81. See Frederickson, supra note 74, at 134.

OxyContin in a manner consistent with its package insert and not in a manner that minimizes the approved uses for the drug; (2) refrain from “market[ing] or promo[ting] OxyContin” for off-label uses;83 (3) ensure that any person or entity receiving funding from Purdue disclose the source of that funding; (4) refrain from “sponsoring or funding any educational events” if the speaker recommends off-label uses of OxyContin; (5) refrain from paying bonuses to salespersons that are contingent upon the volume of OxyContin sold; and (6) “make sure that prescriber education about OxyContin and its potential for abuse and diversion is a component of the evaluations of Purdue sales representatives.”84

Also in 2007, the state of Kentucky and the government of Pike County, Kentucky, sued Purdue Pharma for alleged misrepresentations regarding the highly addictive nature of OxyContin.85 Pike County alone settled with Purdue for $4 million in 2013.86 The state of Kentucky settled with Purdue for $24 million in 2015—$13.5 million more than Purdue’s offer to the state in 2007.87 Around the time that Pike County settled with the opioid manufacturer, California began its litigation against Purdue Pharma. California joined other manufacturers of prescription opioids besides Purdue and alleged damages resulting from negligent and deceptive marketing in the form of downplaying the risks of opioid painkillers.88 One of the named defendants in the lawsuit, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries,89 settled its claims in 2017 by agreeing to pay $1.6 million.90

Government entities have also targeted distributors of prescription opioids. In 2012, West Virginia’s Attorney General (AG) sued Cardinal Health and AmerisourceBergen (two of the three leading distributors of prescription opioids in America)91 for their failure to monitor suspicious orders, which

84. Id.
85. Ausness, supra note 66, at 1149–50.
86. Id. at 1156.
89. Teva manufactures, sells, and distributes the prescription opioids Actiq and Fentora. Id. at 8.
91. McKesson Corporation, Cardinal Health, Inc., and AmerisourceBergen Drug Corporation are considered the “Big 3” of opioid distribution, “dominant[ing] 85 percent of the
facilitated the operation of pill mills throughout the state.\textsuperscript{92} West Virginia sued for violations of the West Virginia Uniform Controlled Substances Act, the West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act, and the West Virginia Antitrust Act; the state also asserted public nuisance and negligence claims.\textsuperscript{93} In 2016, both Cardinal Health and AmerisourceBergen settled with West Virginia for $36 million.\textsuperscript{94}

That same year, Cardinal Health entered into yet another huge settlement. This time Cardinal settled to “resolv[e] the outstanding civil penalty portion of the company’s 2012 administrative settlement with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency.”\textsuperscript{95} The $44 million settlement was made with the federal prosecutors in the Middle District of Florida, the Southern District of New York, the District of Maryland, and the Western District of Washington.\textsuperscript{96} Cardinal’s New York distribution center, for example, failed to report more than twenty highly suspicious orders to the DEA.\textsuperscript{97} The next year, another distributor of opioid analgesics, Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, entered into a similar settlement for its failure to report suspicious orders of oxycodone products. Mallinckrodt reached a $35 million settlement with the DEA, the Eastern District of Michigan, and the Northern District of New...
York. 98 The “groundbreaking” aspect of this settlement was that it prospectively required Mallinckrodt to utilize its discounting system 99 as a monitoring device for suspicious orders. 100

Recently, there has been an explosion of lawsuits by government entities targeting opioid companies for their role in the opioid epidemic. 101 In Kentucky alone, twenty-four counties have sued opioid-industry defendants, alleging harms caused by the three major opioid distributors in the country: Amerisource, Cardinal Health, and McKesson. 102 The sheer number of claims prompted calls for multidistrict litigation, 103 which led to a consolidation of over one hundred opioid lawsuits. 104 These civil actions target a broad range of parties: opioid distributors, 105 opioid manufacturers, 106 pharmacies, 107 state pharmacy boards, 108 and physicians. 109 Overall, however, the focus seems to be on the companies that


99. Many manufacturers, including Mallinckrodt, offer discounts or “chargebacks” to their downstream consumers who purchase the most oxycodone. Id. As part of Mallinckrodt’s settlement, the company was required to use its existing chargeback system “to monitor and report to DEA suspicious sales of oxycodone.” Id.

100. Id.


104. See infra note 323 and accompanying text.

105. See infra note 323 and accompanying text.


107. See Kanawha County Complaint, supra note 101.


109. See Parma Complaint, supra note 106.
are profiting the most from opioid addiction—the manufacturers and distributors of prescription opioids.

State AGs have sued firearm, lead paint, automobile, and tobacco companies in the past using similar tactics. The lawsuits against the tobacco industry led to the “largest legal settlement in United States history”110—a settlement with an actual value of over $210 billion between forty-six states and six tobacco manufacturers (known as the “Master Settlement Agreement”).111 But even compared to the tobacco litigation, the current opioid litigation is unparalleled. Whereas in the tobacco litigation only states and a few government subdivisions sued tobacco companies,112 in the opioid litigation, there is a “profusion of county and municipal plaintiffs.”113 There is also a larger and more diverse group of defendants in the current opioid litigation than in the tobacco litigation. The tobacco litigation involved only six major manufacturers whereas the opioid litigation involves “at least 20 opioid manufacturers and 13 distributors” as well as local pharmacies, physicians, and pharmacy boards.114 Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the opioid litigation, however, is the fact that so many claims are focused on direct injury to the government’s interests rather than the interests of citizens or consumers.

II. DIRECT-INJURY GOVERNMENT-ENTITY LAWSUITS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC

Government-entity lawsuits against opioid companies are reactive responses that seek to recover damages incurred from the opioid epidemic. These lawsuits employ a wide variety of liability theories that take the form of either parens patriae claims on behalf of the citizenry or direct-injury claims on behalf of the government itself. The lawsuits generally target opioid manufacturers for alleged misrepresentations during advertisement115 or opioid distributors for an alleged failure to monitor illicit distribution.116 Most importantly, these lawsuits have the potential to avoid the pitfalls of other forms of civil litigation.

A. What Is a Direct-Injury Claim?

When initiated by a party other than the government, a direct-injury claim is simple: a plaintiff’s personal interests (e.g., health or property) have been

112. There were “only a few governmental subdivisions [that] sued [tobacco companies] when their state attorneys general refused to join the litigation.” Richard Scruggs, Are Opioids the New Tobacco?, LAW360 (Sept. 15, 2017, 11:44 AM), https://www.law360.com/articles/962715 [https://perma.cc/7JSX-WCRT].
113. Id.
114. Id.
115. See infra notes 132–33 and accompanying text.
116. See infra notes 133–36 and accompanying text.
injured by a third party and the plaintiff seeks to recover damages flowing from that injury. In the context of government-entity lawsuits, however, the distinction between direct-injury claims and parens patriae claims has caused undue confusion.\textsuperscript{117} Both of these terms relate to the damages asserted by the plaintiff and describe whether the damages are asserted on behalf of the citizens (parens patriae) or on behalf of the government itself (direct injury).

Parens patriae directly translates to “parent of the nation,” and the name is derived from the king’s duty “‘to take care of his subjects as are legally unable’ to care for themselves . . . including children and those afflicted by mental infirmity, as well as the oversight of charitable trusts.”\textsuperscript{118} The modern American parens patriae claim can be asserted by cities, counties, and states but is not limited to “children and those afflicted by mental infirmity.”\textsuperscript{119} Parens patriae standing cannot be invoked by cities or counties because they are not considered sovereigns;\textsuperscript{120} municipalities must pair their parens patriae claims with direct-injury claims to satisfy standing requirements. To assert a parens patriae claim, the government entity must prove that it is “more than a nominal party” in the suit—meaning that the government must prove injury to its own interests and not just the interests of a small group of citizens.\textsuperscript{121} There must be an injury to a “quasi-sovereign” interest of the state: “an interest apart from the interests of particular private parties,” which involves either a wide-sweeping injury to “the health and well-being—both physical and economic—of its residents in general” or a violation of the state’s right to “not be[] discriminatorily denied its rightful status within the federal system.”\textsuperscript{122}

\textsuperscript{117} This complex distinction has led even federal judges to confuse the two types of claims. See Texas v. Am. Tobacco Co., 14 F. Supp. 2d 956, 962–63 (E.D. Tex. 1997) (evaluating standing for a direct-injury claim by the state of Texas under the quasi-sovereign interest test as if the claim was parens patriae); Jack Ratliff, Parens Patriae: An Overview, 74 Tul. L. Rev. 1847, 1853 n.39 (2000) (“It is not entirely clear to me why the parens doctrine was important in [Texas v. American Tobacco Co.], as it was brought by the State of Texas for its own damages.”).

\textsuperscript{118} Margaret S. Thomas, Parens Patriae and the States’ Historic Police Power, 69 SMU L. Rev. 759, 769 (2016) (quoting Joseph Chitty, A Treatise on the Law of the Prerogatives of the Crown and the Relative Duties and Rights of the Subject 155 (1820)). The “Universal Sovereignty Theory” involves the belief that the American parens patriae doctrine is derived directly from the old king’s authority. See id. at 769–84. Although some prominent American parens patriae cases claim roots in the Universal Sovereignty Theory, the parens patriae doctrine invoked by government entities today originates from an American doctrine that echoes similar themes to the king’s notion of parens patriae but lacks direct relation. See id.

\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 769. In fact, the first American parens patriae case involved government entities suing on behalf of charities that lacked an appointed guardian. See generally Vidal v. Girard’s Ex’ts, 43 U.S. (2 How.) 127 (1844).

\textsuperscript{120} Kathleen C. Engel, Do Cities Have Standing? Redressing the Externalities of Predatory Lending, 38 Conn. L. Rev. 355, 368 & n.54 (2006).


\textsuperscript{122} Id.
Parens patriae claims are distinct from direct-injury claims, where the government asserts injury to itself. In Massachusetts v. EPA,123 a parens patriae lawsuit against the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for its failure to properly regulate greenhouse gases, the U.S. Supreme Court made clear that “a claim of parens patriae standing is distinct from an allegation of direct injury.”124 When the state itself has been injured by tortious conduct, there is no need to assert a parens patriae claim because the state “can directly vindicate its interests as fully as any other litigant.”125

In the case of the opioid litigation, it is easy to imagine every claim as being both parens patriae and direct injury. If the government entity alleges damages to its treasury (due to, for example, medical costs and infrastructure costs expended upon opioid addicts) or lost tax revenue due to lost productivity from addiction,126 then there is quite clearly injury to the state’s proprietary interests.127 That same government entity can easily reword its argument to make a parens patriae assertion. For example, the government can argue that large numbers of consumers have been tricked by opioid manufacturers’ claims or that its citizens are endangered by the prevalence of opioid addiction across communities and allege injury to “the health and well-being—both physical and economic—of its residents in general,” thereby establishing a viable parens patriae claim.128 For this reason, many states and counties assert both direct-injury and parens patriae claims (or parens patriae standing) in the ongoing opioid litigation.129 One could view direct-injury claims as a worse, better, or equivalent substitute for parens patriae claims when battling opioid companies. Direct-injury claims in the

124. Id. at 538; see also Wyoming v. Oklahoma, 502 U.S. 437, 448-51 (1992).
127. See 15 MOORE’S FEDERAL PRACTICE § 101.60(4)(b)–(c) (Daniel R. Coquillette et al. eds., 3d ed. 2018) (distinguishing direct injury to a state’s proprietary interests from parens patriae injury to quasi-sovereign interests).
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context of the opioid epidemic come in two forms: false or misleading advertising claims and failure to monitor claims.

B. Different Types of Direct-Injury Lawsuits

Direct-injury government-entity lawsuits against opioid manufacturers and distributors employ a variety of liability theories and can be categorized into two types of claims, based on the defendant’s identity and allegedly tortious conduct. The first type of claim is generally made against manufacturers for misleading marketing. The second type of claim is generally made against distributors for a failure to monitor suspicious orders. Some lawsuits include both types of claims in their complaint.

For both types of claims, the government asserts that the defendants performed a wrongful act and that, as a result, the plaintiff (the government itself) suffered damages. The distinguishing features between each type of claim is the asserted act and the set of named defendants. For the first type of claim, the wrongful conduct is the misrepresentation that occurs when defendants disseminate false or misleading information regarding the risks or benefits of prescription opioids. Thus, these claims target the companies responsible for marketing and advertising prescription opioids, usually prescription opioid manufacturers such as Purdue Pharma, Teva, Cephalon, Inc., Johnson & Johnson, and Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

For the second type of claim, the wrongful conduct is an alleged failure to monitor, otherwise known as “diversion,” which “charg[es] that the defendants breached duties to secure the distribution chain from diversion of large quantities of opioid-containing prescription drugs to criminals.” The “diversion theory was not used in the tobacco litigation and seems to be unique to the opioid cases.” These claims target the parties responsible
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for maintaining a closed distribution chain: usually the “Big 3” opioid distributors.138

Besides alleging that an inequitable act (either misrepresentation or diversion) caused direct injury to the plaintiff’s interests, the plaintiffs employ either a tort-based theory or equitable theory to complete the direct-injury claim. On the one hand, tort-based theories urge the court to award damages in favor of the plaintiff by establishing that the defendants had a duty of care toward the plaintiff and that they breached that duty of care through their wrongful conduct. On the other hand, non-tort-based equitable theories overlook duties of care and “do not hinge on fault, but rather on who should pay when the public is damaged by the conduct of a legal business.”139 For example, when the state of Illinois sued opioid distributors for diversion, they used four tort-based theories and one equitable theory.140 The tort theories established a duty of care based upon the following statutes: the federal Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act; Illinois’s Narcotics Profit Forfeiture Act, which is very similar to the federal RICO statute; Illinois’s Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act; and the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act (adopted by Illinois and other states across the country).141 The sole equitable theory was based upon the common-law concept of public nuisance.142 Richard Scruggs, a prominent lawyer during the tobacco litigation, argues that non-fault-based equity claims are strongest for government plaintiffs because they “enable the states to say ‘so what’ to the industry’s defensive claims that the FDA preemptively regulated opioids and that their addiction warning labels were ipso facto sufficient.”143 Other scholars argue that the objective legal strength of government-entity claims does not matter because their collective strength will drive defendants toward settlement.144 This Note suggests that the government is willing to make arguably dubious direct-injury claims because their other options are bleak.

C. The Challenges for Opioid Plaintiffs in Other Forms of Civil Litigation

The first lawsuits against opioid companies were brought by addicted individuals or their families and were directed at Purdue Pharma, the company responsible for creating and marketing OxyContin. By 2003, Purdue faced over 300 such lawsuits and had spent “tens of millions of
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dollars in legal fees maintaining an aggressive no settlement stance.”\textsuperscript{145} The individual and class action lawsuits continued to grow in numbers over the next several years. It is contested whether these lawsuits were “successful” or “failed” attempts\textsuperscript{146} because, while Purdue won most of the cases at the summary judgment stage,\textsuperscript{147} information gathered through these lawsuits was the driving factor behind the criminal prosecution of Purdue in 2007.\textsuperscript{148}

It is also difficult to gauge the success of the individual lawsuits because so many were settled before courts made any judgment on the substantive claims. In 2006, two firms that represented around “5,000 claimants reportedly settled their cases . . . for a total of $75 million.”\textsuperscript{149} In 2007, Purdue made another series of big settlements: two in July totaling $40 million, a mass settlement of 1000 lawsuits in February for $75 million,\textsuperscript{150} and many of the remaining 370 lawsuits during the criminal prosecution for $130 million.\textsuperscript{151} Regardless of whether these lawsuits are labeled as successes or failures, there are multiple obstacles that both individual and class action lawsuits will face in the future.

1. Blameworthy Victims in Opioid Litigation

When individual addicts (or their families) sue large pharmaceutical companies, regardless of the type of liability theory they use, they are hindered by two features: blameworthiness and an unequal balance of resources. The blameworthiness of the plaintiff (or decedent) in individual lawsuits has allowed opioid defendants to assert the following defenses: product misuse,\textsuperscript{152} wrongful conduct,\textsuperscript{153} and contributory or comparative negligence.\textsuperscript{154} Individual victims simply cannot escape the fact that their blameworthy behavior has contributed to their own addiction and makes them less deserving of relief from opioid companies.

\textit{a. Product Misuse}

One form of blameworthy opioid-addict behavior is the misuse of prescription opioids, which involves a disregard for product labels or unorthodox methods of drug ingestion. A product-manufacturer defendant may assert the product-misuse defense whenever an alleged injury to the plaintiff is the result of “abnormal handling, abnormal preparation for use, or
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abnormal consumption of the product” at issue. The exact definition of product misuse has varied across jurisdictions, but the Model Uniform Product Liability Act states that misuse occurs whenever “the product user does not act in a manner that would be expected of an ordinary reasonably prudent person who is likely to use the product in the same or similar circumstances.”

Different courts have held that product misuse is synonymous with unintended, unforeseeable, unanticipated, or unexpected uses of a product. Depending on the jurisdiction, misuse is interpreted either as a part of the defendant’s burden of proof (an affirmative defense) or a part of the plaintiff’s burden of proof (effectively negating an essential element of the plaintiff’s case). For example, in *Sherk v. Daisy-Heddon*, fourteen-year-old Robert Saenz shot his friend James Sherk using a Daisy-Heddon BB gun. The families of Sherk and Saenz brought an action against the manufacturer, asserting that Daisy-Heddon failed to warn its consumers that their pump-up BB rifle was more powerful than others. The issue was that Saenz shot Sherk in the head from close range, despite his knowledge that BBs fired from close range “could kill animals and blind a person.”

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania applied the second interpretation of product misuse, found that Saenz’s misuse of the product negated the element of proximate cause, and dismissed the case.

For individual lawsuits against opioid companies, the second interpretation of product misuse is similarly detrimental to a plaintiff’s case. *Labzda v. Purdue Pharma*, a wrongful death claim brought by the family of an opioid addict who died of an overdose, illustrates this point. Labzda’s family asserted that Purdue was aware of their son’s doctor overprescribing OxyContin but “did not attempt to curtail the inappropriate prescriptions,” which was “a breach of the duty of care in the marketing and distribution of the product.” The court dismissed the case because, on the night of his death, in addition to consuming two 80-milligram tablets of OxyContin, Labzda smoked marijuana, drank a substantial quantity of alcohol, “and took approximately three tablets of the strongest strength of Xanax.” Moreover, he chose to crush and inhale his OxyContin pills rather than ingest
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them orally as instructed. \footnote{Id.}
The case was dismissed at the summary judgment stage as the court found that the patient’s “intentional misuse of an intoxicating product [OxyContin] [wa]s the sole proximate cause of the injury.” \footnote{Id. at 1356.}

The court in \textit{Labzda} made clear that, like the Pennsylvania court in \textit{Sherk}, “Florida courts routinely apply the doctrine of sole proximate cause when the user intentionally misuses a product to his detriment.” \footnote{Id.} Labzda had misused OxyContin despite being aware that crushing, snorting, and mixing alcohol with the pills was dangerous. \footnote{Id. at 1349–50.} Thus, Labzda had destroyed any chances for recovery because his misuse of the product was considered the sole cause of injury under the laws of the state. The court argued that, like alcohol distributors, opioid manufacturers cannot be held liable for a plaintiff’s injuries if the plaintiff voluntarily misused their product. \footnote{Id. at 1356.}

\textbf{b. The Wrongful Conduct Rule}

Another obstacle for lawsuits by individuals arises whenever an individual plaintiff engages in unlawful or wrongful conduct. \footnote{See Lauren Rosseau & I. Eric Nordan, \textit{Tug v. Mingo: Let the Plaintiffs Sue—Opioid Addiction, the Wrongful Conduct Rule, and the Culpability Exception}, 34 T.M. Cooley L. Rev. 33, 52–60 (2017).} As a general rule, a plaintiff “cannot maintain an action if he or she must rely, in whole or in part, on an illegal or immoral act or transaction to which he or she is a party in order to establish a cause of action.” \footnote{1A C.J.S. \textit{Actions} § 68 (2017).} The “wrongful conduct” or “serious misconduct” rule is a way to completely bar a plaintiff’s claim and avoid even partial damages through comparative fault. \footnote{Joseph H. King, Jr., \textit{Outlaws and Outlier Doctrines: The Serious Misconduct Bar in Tort Law}, 43 WM. & MARY L. Rev. 1011, 1017 (2002).} This ancient doctrine derives from Lord Mansfield’s proclamation in \textit{Holman v. Johnson}, \footnote{1775 1 Cowper 341 (KB).} “\textit{ex dolo malo non oritur actio},” meaning “no Court will lend its aid to a man who founds his cause of action upon an immoral or an illegal act.” \footnote{Id. at 343.} The wrongful conduct rule has been resurrected in the U.S. common-law system under limited circumstances as a method to effectively “short-circuit” a plaintiff’s claim. \footnote{Id. at 1349–50.}
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One of those limited circumstances has involved personal injury claims by prescription medication addicts and their families. In *Orzel v. Scott Drug Co.*, a “drug user’s claim against [a] pharmacy for allegedly negligently and illegally filling [the] drug user’s purportedly valid prescriptions was barred since it was based, at least in part, on [the] drug user’s illegal conduct.” The court in *Orzel* explained the rationale behind the wrongful conduct rule: (1) if courts made relief available for wrongdoers, they would be condoning illegal conduct; (2) courts must foreclose any possibility of wrongdoers profiting from or being compensated for their illegal acts; and (3) “related to the two previously mentioned results, the public would otherwise view the legal system as a mockery of justice.”

*Foister v. Purdue Pharma, L.P.* is another illustration of the wrongful conduct rule and involves the specific issue of opioid addiction rather than drug addiction in general. In *Foister*, seven plaintiffs sued Purdue for failing to properly warn its consumers of OxyContin’s addictiveness. All but one plaintiff illegally altered his or her prescription pills before ingesting them. In order to satisfy their opioid cravings, some plaintiffs would crush their pills and snort them, and some intravenously injected up to eight pills a day. The court held that the plaintiffs’ illegal alteration of the pills constituted wrongful conduct and was the proximate cause of their injuries. The court justified its decision by citing the public policy concerns from *Orzel*.

Other cases have reached similar results to *Foister* and involved much more sympathetic plaintiffs. In *Price v. Purdue Pharma Co.*, the plaintiff’s opioid addiction began when doctors prescribed him OxyContin to treat “his sickle cell anemia and related pain.” There was no evidence of illegal alteration of prescription pills, but there was evidence of doctor-
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shopping\textsuperscript{191} to satisfy his opioid cravings; Price traveled to three different cities, visited seven different pharmacies, attended ten different clinics, and consulted with ten different physicians to obtain as many prescription medications as possible.\textsuperscript{192} Although much more sympathetic than the plaintiffs in \textit{Foister}, Price had similarly engaged in illegal conduct to further his opioid addiction. Invoking Lord Mansfield’s maxim from \textit{Holman v. Johnson}, the Mississippi court barred the plaintiff’s claim entirely.\textsuperscript{193}

c. Contributory and Comparative Negligence

Even if a wrongful-conduct or product-misuse defense by opioid companies is rejected, there remains a potential obstacle for opioid addicts and their families when suing opioid manufacturers and distributors: contributory or comparative negligence. Although opioid lawsuits have not reached the question of contributory negligence because none have reached the jury-deliberation stage, it is highly likely that this issue will arise in future lawsuits and thus influence the likelihood of a successful settlement. The Second Restatement of Torts describes contributory and comparative negligence as “conduct on the part of the plaintiff which falls below the standard to which he should conform for his own protection, and which is a legally contributing cause cooperating with the negligence of the defendant in bringing about the plaintiff’s harm.”\textsuperscript{194} An opioid addict’s decision to misuse drugs or ignore warning labels, for example, is likely to fit within the definition of contributory or comparative negligence. Contingent upon the law a state follows and the plaintiff’s level of negligence, an opioid addict’s negligent conduct may either bar her claim entirely or reduce the amount of damages she receives.\textsuperscript{195}

Alabama, Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia, and the District of Columbia all follow a strict contributory negligence regime that makes it likely that an opioid addict’s negligent behavior will completely bar her claim.\textsuperscript{196} In those five jurisdictions, “a plaintiff’s recovery is completely barred when the plaintiff’s negligence contributes in any degree to the cause of the injury.”\textsuperscript{197} Thus, if the plaintiffs in \textit{Foister} or \textit{Price} brought their action in an Alabama court, they would almost certainly be barred from recovery under the contributory negligence rule because their improper conduct in obtaining or ingesting prescription pills fell below the standard of
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a reasonable person and contributed to some degree to their opioid addiction.198

The majority of states, however, have abandoned the contributory negligence doctrine. Most states instead follow a “modified comparative negligence” regime that will only bar a plaintiff’s claim if the plaintiff’s negligence was more than 50 percent responsible for the alleged injury.199 The rest of the jurisdictions in America follow a “pure comparative negligence” regime, “allow[ing] a contributiorily negligent plaintiff to recover damages . . . even when the plaintiff is 99 percent culpable.”200 However, even in the pure comparative negligence jurisdictions, when the plaintiff’s negligence is 100 percent responsible or “the sole proximate cause of the loss or injury,” the plaintiff’s claim will be barred.201 For example, in *Horton v. American Tobacco Co.*,202 a decedent’s family sued a cigarette manufacturer under a negligence and strict liability theory.203 The jury “returned a verdict . . . in favor of the plaintiffs but awarded zero damages” because it found his decision to continue smoking despite warnings of health dangers 100 percent responsible or the sole proximate cause of his cancer.204

Thus, if an opioid addict’s negligent conduct in obtaining or ingesting prescription pills is found to be more than 50 percent responsible for their addiction and the subsequent harm, the plaintiff’s claim will be completely barred in the states that follow a modified comparative negligence or contributory negligence regime. In the other jurisdictions, the plaintiff’s claim will be completely barred if the jury finds they are 100 percent responsible for their addiction and the subsequent harm. It is yet to be seen whether opioid addicts will reach the 50 percent or 100 percent threshold,205 but it is likely that jurors will bar their claims as they have for tobacco smokers.

2. Why Aggregate Actions Are Useful for Opioid Victims

Another possible issue for individual victims (or even small groups of victims) concerns unequal resource allocation and a negative value of return for plaintiffs. A negative-value claim arises whenever the cost of a lawsuit
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exceeds the amount at stake, thus disincentivizing a single individual from bringing forth the claim. Many opioid addicts have such negative-value claims. Purdue Pharma, along with other pharmaceutical companies, is known to take an aggressive stance toward litigation and resolutely defends against every possible claim. This makes the cost of pursuing litigation very high for plaintiffs, and even if the asserted damages are high, an uncertainty of success will convert it into a negative-value claim. Most victims will resort to contingency fee agreements, and plaintiffs’ lawyers find it preferable for addicts to pool resources and split the risks of litigation through aggregation. There are two types of aggregate lawsuits that could achieve that goal: joinder actions and representative actions.

The joinder action is a permissive method to combine multiple plaintiffs or defendants in the interest of convenience and to avoid “duplicate presentation of evidence relating to facts common to more than one demand for relief.” Joinder is beneficial because it allows for the efficient resolution of similar claims and only binds parties to the suit. The downside is that courts rarely allow massive joinder and are particularly adverse to massive joinder arising from the use of the same pharmaceutical product. Injured parties who hope to aggregate identical claims of injury from the same pharmaceutical product are forced to turn to representative actions.

The most popular form of representative action is the class action, but other examples include parens patriae actions and qui tam litigation. Class actions allow thousands of injured persons to “achieve economies of time and effort.” The ability to aggregate claims and resources with other addicts is key to redressing their harms. Unfortunately, class actions have “fallen into disfavor as a means of resolving mass tort claims arising from personal injuries.” There are problems with the other forms of representative actions as well.

3. Aggregation Challenges in Opioid Litigation

Although representative actions are extremely beneficial to opioid addict plaintiffs, each form of representative action faces major difficulties when applied to prescription-opioid mass tort liability. Parens patriae actions are
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inapplicable in the context of mass tort product liability, qui tam litigation has been wholly ineffective against opioid defendants, and class actions face great difficulty obtaining class certification. Moreover, when analyzed as a whole, all three types of representative action can potentially produce inequitable results by binding nonparties to judgments.

a. Parens Patriae Actions Are Inapplicable to Mass Tort Product Liability

The Supreme Court has never granted parens patriae standing for a mass tort product liability claim. It is unlikely to do so in the future despite both the steady expansion of America’s parens patriae doctrine and opioid companies’ failure to challenge the doctrine. In every Supreme Court case where state governments have asserted parens patriae standing, “the harms suffered by the original (individual) victims were causally connected to their residency within a particular state . . . and not another jurisdiction.” By contrast, in the context of mass tort product liability actions, “the state of residence and the harm sustained are independent variables.” Unlike the typical parens patriae claim where the injury asserted is unique to residence within a particular state, a mass tort product liability claim against opioid manufacturers has no relation to one’s state of residence because the opioid epidemic is ravaging the entire nation and not just a single state.

Moreover, mass product liability cases are unlikely to fit within the one exception to the general rule: Massachusetts v. EPA. In that case, the state of Massachusetts (along with local governments and environmental organizations) sought to review the denial of a rulemaking petition by the
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EPA that would have regulated motor vehicle emissions. The Court determined that Massachusetts had parens patriae standing despite the fact that greenhouse gases affect everyone throughout the country (and throughout the world) because the state lost its power to regulate environmental threats when the federal government transferred that authority to the EPA. This exception adheres to the general purpose of parens patriae claims: a method for states “to protect the general welfare—where they ha[ve] no other constitutional means of doing so.”

Mass tort claims do not fit within the Massachusetts v. EPA exception nor do they align with the general rationale behind parens patriae standing. Although one could argue that the opioid epidemic qualifies as an “environmental harm” similar to the greenhouse gases at issue in Massachusetts v. EPA, there are differences between the two cases that preclude parens patriae standing. First off, in the opioid litigation, the states are not suing the entities to whom they transferred regulatory powers (the FDA or the DEA) for their inability to properly monitor the opioid industry; they are suing the manufacturers directly. Secondly, government entities have plenty of other constitutional means available to them to address opioid addiction, and indeed they have pursued those other means.

Civil litigation is merely another method for the states to recover lost funds.

b. Qui Tam Litigation: Rare and Ineffective

Qui tam litigation is another form of representative action that is difficult to initiate because it requires the assistance of a “whistleblower.” Furthermore, in the one instance it has been used against opioid companies it was wholly ineffective. In 1863, the government passed the False Claims Act, which gave rise to what are known as “qui tam” lawsuits, where a private party (usually a “whistleblower” exposing illegal activity from within a corporation) sues on behalf of themselves and the government. Qui tam lawsuits became very popular once the False Claims Act was amended to increase recovery amounts so relators could recover up to 30 percent of the proceeds and full recovery of their attorney’s fees. Qui tam lawsuits have been a particularly useful tool against drug companies; according to the Assistant Attorney General, whistleblowers sued “over 200 drug manufacturers” in 2004.
Although qui tam lawsuits have led to many victories for the U.S. government against drug companies in general, these lawsuits have been quite unsuccessful against opioid companies specifically. For one, qui tam lawsuits require the assistance of a “whistleblower,” someone willing to release secrets about their employer and initiate lengthy litigation. Mark Radcliffe is the only “whistleblower” to have fought the opioid industry; he targeted Purdue Pharma and failed repeatedly. At first, Radcliffe sued on behalf of himself and the U.S. government, alleging that his former employer, Purdue Pharma, had “misrepresented to physicians the relative potency of Purdue’s pain medication, OxyContin, which resulted in federal and state agencies, such as Medicaid, paying more than was necessary in reimbursement.” At the district court level, his complaint was dismissed because it failed to reach the high pleading standards of Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. At the appellate level, the court dismissed his complaint on separate grounds: Radcliffe had apparently signed a release when leaving Purdue that “in exchange for a considerable sum of money and other benefits” discharged Purdue of “all liability.” About two years after Radcliffe’s claims were dismissed, his wife resurrected his claims and initiated her own qui tam litigation with almost identical claims to her husband’s. She failed at both the district and appellate level, just like her husband.

c. The Difficulty of Class Certification in Opioid Litigation

Class actions, although more successful than qui tam lawsuits, face major difficulties during the certification stage. To be certified as a class action, the prospective class must meet the requirements set forth in Rule 23. First, the plaintiff must satisfy all four of Rule 23(a)’s requirements: (1) numerosity of class members, (2) commonality of legal or factual questions, (3) typicality of claims and defenses of the class representative, and (4) adequacy of class representation. In addition to meeting the Rule
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23(a) prerequisites, the plaintiff must fit into one of the categories set forth in Rule 23(b). Many courts dismiss class actions against opioid companies for failure to satisfy Rule 23(a) and thus do not discuss Rule 23(b).

For example, in Campbell v. Purdue Pharma, two plaintiffs hoped to represent a class of Missouri residents who suffered harm as a result of being “prescribed and consum[ing] OxyContin for the treatment of any condition other than moderate to severe pain caused by terminal illness or moderate to severe pain caused by non-chronic condition.” For the 23(a)(1) numerosity requirement, the plaintiff was required to establish a “reasonable estimate” of the number of prospective class members. The plaintiff’s estimate that there would be “thousands of persons in the Class” was considered unreasonable. Alternatively, the plaintiffs tried to prove numerosity by using the national sales data of OxyContin, noting that “in 2002, there were approximately 6.2 million OxyContin[] prescriptions for noncancer pain.” In this particular case, the court accepted national sales data as sufficient evidence to establish numerosity. But in another case, Gevedon v. Purdue Pharma, the court held that information of “sales volume alone will not justify a finding of numerosity.”

Gevedon is an interesting case because it also shows how difficult it is for opioid class actions to satisfy the 23(a)(2) requirement for commonality. The plaintiffs in Gevedon sought to certify a class of Kentucky residents “who have obtained OxyContin and/or who obtain OxyC[ox]tin in the future” in order to bring a product liability action against Purdue Pharma. Judge Danny Reeves denied class certification because determinations of liability were reliant upon individualized questions of fact. Judge Reeves had ruled the same way in the earlier case of Foister v. Purdue Pharma, L.P. when plaintiffs sought to certify a broader class of “all persons who have been harmed due to the addictive nature of OxyContin.” The court held that cause-in-fact determinations were highly specialized and that individual inquiries were required to determine whether “dosage, use and manner of administration of the drug, individual and family medical and psychological histories, [or] level of personal awareness regarding the purported risks and medical reasons for use” were the actual causes of injury.
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District of Ohio and in the Eastern District of Missouri, when dealing with fact patterns similar to *Foister*, courts have denied certification on similar grounds.\(^{252}\)

Even the 23(a)(3) typicality requirement has created difficulties for class certification. The Missouri court in *Campbell* explained that, to pass typicality, the named plaintiff must “have the same essential characteristics as the claims of the class at large and is designed to prevent an instance where the legal theories of the named plaintiff may potentially conflict with those of absent plaintiffs.”\(^{253}\) There were two named plaintiffs in *Campbell*, David and Belinda Campbell, who each took varied doses of OxyContin\(^{254}\) and simultaneously ingested OxyContin with other drugs such as Xanax, Vioxx, and Zoloft.\(^{255}\) Both of these factors would influence a finding of causation and open a range of conduct-based defenses that may conflict with the theories of the general class.\(^{256}\) These essential factors “preclude[d] a finding that their claims are typical of the class.”\(^{257}\) It is very difficult to create a class of opioid defendants large enough to fulfill numerosity and similar enough to pass typicality and commonality. Moreover, even if a class of addicts or consumers is somehow certified, class actions are problematic because they foreclose the possibility of future lawsuits.

d. Potential to Bind Nonparties to Judgment

In addition to their individualized problems, all traditional representative actions have the potential to bind nonparties to the judgment, which produces potentially inequitable results for future plaintiffs. All the traditional representative actions (class action, qui tam, *parens patriae*) are distinguished from other forms of aggregate lawsuits in that they have the potential to bind nonparties.\(^{258}\) It is intuitive that a class action would bind nonparties because the named plaintiff is acting as a representative for similarly situated parties. In the case of *parens patriae* lawsuits, however, it is harder to imagine why the government has the ability to bind nonparties when it is representing the general welfare rather than a particular group of injured citizens.\(^{259}\) Nevertheless, courts find that nonparties are bound to the judgment entered against a *parens patriae* representative just as they would
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be for a class action representative. If a class action or parens patriae representative sues an opioid company, they may be foreclosing all future actions against those parties. Direct-injury claims would be preferable to other forms of civil litigation if they can function as representative actions without foreclosing future litigation by residents and citizens.

III. DIRECT-INJURY GOVERNMENT CLAIMS AS A SOLUTION TO THE CHALLENGES OF OPIOID CIVIL LITIGATION

Direct-injury government-entity claims circumvent the obstacles that have hindered other forms of litigation against opioid companies. First of all, government plaintiffs foreclose conduct-based defenses previously available to opioid defendants because the local governments are blameless in the context of the opioid epidemic. Second, unlike parens patriae actions, direct-injury government-entity claims are definitively applicable in the context of mass tort product liability. In addition, direct-injury government-entity claims are inherently representative actions, allowing for the aggregation of interests without any certification requirement and with no potential to bind nonparties. Direct-injury government-entity claims also allow for administrative and informal aggregation. Informal aggregation is particularly important in the context of mass tort liability because it incentivizes pharmaceutical defendants to settle early.

A. Circumventing Conduct-Based Defenses

Opioid addict plaintiffs and decedents are blameworthy individuals who arguably facilitated their own addictions despite being aware of the dangers. Their illegal conduct, product misuse, or contributory negligence allows opioid companies to introduce conduct-based defenses that have the potential to entirely bar the plaintiffs’ claims or diminish damage awards. In contrast to opioid addicts, government entities have not contributed to the opioid epidemic and actually ameliorate opioid addiction through both proactive and reactive measures. Thus, direct-injury government-entity
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claims circumvent all of the issues related to blameworthiness that encumbered lawsuits by individuals against opioid companies: product misuse, wrongful conduct, and contributory or comparative negligence. Opioid company defendants would, in most cases, fail to establish any of these conduct-based defenses against a government plaintiff.

For one, opioid manufacturers and distributors are not provided with the requisite behavioral evidence if a government plaintiff, rather than individual addict, brings a claim. Whenever an opioid addict or a group of opioid addicts sues an opioid company, they are required to prove causation based on each opioid user’s ingestion habits. This requirement reveals blameworthy conduct by the plaintiffs and grants the opioid company defendant the necessary evidence to establish a conduct-based defense. Unlike individual lawsuits, government-entity lawsuits rely upon general statistical data to establish causation and include no information regarding the conduct of particular addicts within their sovereignty. The defendant manufacturer or distributor would have to research behavioral patterns for a huge population of addicts to prove that each addict was improperly ingesting prescription pills. This burden makes it practically impossible for opioid companies to assert any conduct-based defenses such as wrongful conduct, product misuse, or contributory or comparative negligence. Furthermore, even assuming that opioid defendants somehow find proof of widespread misuse or wrongful conduct, it is still unlikely the defenses will hold up in court.

1. Product Misuse

Even if the pharmaceutical companies find evidence of rampant prescription pill abuse, government plaintiffs can rebut assertions of product misuse. The product-misuse defense requires the moving party to establish “unintended, unforeseeable, unanticipated, or unexpected” consumption of the product that deviates from the conduct “of an ordinary reasonably prudent person.” This burden of proof places opioid defendants in a lose-lose scenario: On the one hand, if an opioid company admits that most addicts responsible for depleting the state budget were using prescription pills as they were intended, then they cannot assert the unintended-use defense. On the other hand, if the opioid companies assert that a majority of addicts responsible for depleting the state coffer were misusing their prescription

---
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opioids (either by snorting, crushing, or injecting pills despite warning labels or by combining those pills with other dangerous substances), then it cuts against the argument that crushing, snorting, injecting, and mixing pills is truly an unintended purpose. If opioid companies are aware that a majority of users are crushing, snorting, injecting, and mixing prescription drugs, then that is arguably an intended, foreseeable, anticipated, or expected use of the product. Stated otherwise, if so many consumers are ignoring opioid warnings, then perhaps even the “reasonably prudent” person craves more powerful or immediate releases of opioids after experiencing withdrawal symptoms. Opioid manufacturers face a Catch-22 because the product-misuse defense depends upon a showing of unforeseen circumstances and unreasonable behavior; but the companies cannot prove product misuse without conceding that the allegedly unintended actions were in fact foreseeable, clearly not “unexpected,” and perhaps even “reasonable.”

2. Wrongful Conduct

Government entities are also in a unique position to foreclose the possibility of a wrongful or illegal conduct defense. The wrongful conduct defense is only applicable where the plaintiff is the party to misuse the product at issue. Regardless of whether opioid addicts within a government’s sovereignty illegally altered pills or illegally obtained prescriptions, the government itself did not engage in such wrongful conduct. Thus, the wrongful conduct defense will be unsuccessful against a city, county, or state. This makes sense because the rationale from Orzel, which courts refer to when invoking the wrongful conduct bar to a plaintiff’s claim only applies when the plaintiff is a criminal or tortious actor. In fact, government entities actually punish the illegal alteration or purchase of prescription pills, so there is no worry that courts are “in effect . . . condon[ing] and encourag[ing] illegal conduct.” Furthermore, the possibility that wrongdoers will be unjustly enriched by the court’s decision is very low. There is an arguably higher likelihood that a plaintiff’s verdict will go toward increased police enforcement and other infrastructure
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improvements designed to stop wrongdoers from “receiv[ing] a profit or compensation as a result of their illegal acts.”

3. Contributory and Comparative Negligence

Government entities’ blameless qualities even foreclose opioid companies’ best defense: contributory or comparative negligence. Similar to the medical-cost-reimbursement lawsuits against tobacco companies in the 1990s, perhaps the greatest advantage of direct-injury government-entity lawsuits is their ability to circumvent this defense. In 1994, Mississippi Attorney General Mike Moore filed a lawsuit against tobacco companies seeking to recover Medicaid costs expended by Mississippi as a result of smoking-related illnesses.149 Fourteen other states followed suit and alleged that they were entitled to recover their share of medical costs that resulted from tobacco companies’ tortious conduct. That litigation bears striking similarities to the ongoing opioid lawsuits: both seek to recover medical costs expended upon the treatment of addictive products and both share similar causes of action (fraudulent misrepresentation, negligence, violation of consumer protection statutes, civil RICO claims, and equity-based claims such as restitution and public nuisance). Most pertinent to the issue of contributory negligence is the fact that both sets of litigation “are not brought on behalf of the injured smokers [or opioid addicts]. Instead they are brought on behalf of the states themselves to recover the medical costs they have been forced to pay to care for indigent smokers [or opioid addicts].”

The scholars Phillip Patterson and Jennifer Philpott explained the genius behind the state tobacco litigation as “effectively forestall[ing]” one of the tobacco industry’s best defenses: contributory negligence. The defense of contributory negligence was no longer available to tobacco companies because “the tobacco industry could not plausibly argue that the states . . . contributed to the financial harm caused to them.” Similarly, opioid manufacturers and distributors cannot plausibly argue that government entities contributed to the financial harm caused by the opioid epidemic. Thus, the contributory or comparative negligence defense for opioid companies is essentially foreclosed when the government is the plaintiff.
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B. An Effective Substitute for Parens Patriae Claims

In addition to avoiding the challenges that impeded individual lawsuits, direct-injury government claims are an effective substitute for parens patriae actions because they are definitively applicable in the context of mass tort product liability. Moreover, they can be asserted by cities and counties as the sole basis for standing whereas parens patriae claims cannot.289

The Supreme Court has never found parens patriae standing in a mass tort product liability action, and it is unlikely that it will.290 Parens patriae is a legitimate basis for standing when government entities have “no other constitutional means” of protecting the general welfare.291 In order for parens patriae to apply, “the harms suffered by the original (individual) victims [must be] causally connected to their residency within a particular state.”292 The sole exception to this general rule, the only circumstance in which the Supreme Court has found parens patriae standing despite the harm suffered being independent of residence within a particular state, is when one government entity sues another government entity to which they have transferred sovereign power.293 Mass tort claims by government entities do not fit the parens patriae doctrine because: (1) government entities have plenty of other constitutional means to address the opioid epidemic besides civil litigation;294 (2) the opioid epidemic has affected the entire nation and involves an injury disconnected from residence within a particular state;295 and (3) government entities are suing opioid companies, not federal agencies to whom they have transferred regulatory powers.296

Direct-injury lawsuits, unlike parens patriae lawsuits, can be brought even when the plaintiff’s alleged injury is disconnected from residence within a particular state or when there are plenty of other constitutional means of addressing a particular problem. Government entities can assert direct-injury claims like any other litigant so long as there is injury to a sovereign or proprietary interest of the state.297 The loss of tax revenue, for example, qualifies as a direct injury to the state’s proprietary interests.298 There is definitive national data on productivity lost due to opioid addiction that states may utilize to prove lost tax revenue.299 So long as states are careful to
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provide specific evidence of lost revenue rather than mere speculation, government plaintiffs will successfully establish standing.300

C. Direct-Injury Government Claims Are Inherently Representative Litigation

Direct-injury government-entity claims are especially fascinating because they inherently function as representative actions, allowing for the aggregation of interests without any certification requirement and with no potential to bind nonparties. Aggregation is particularly important in the context of the opioid litigation because the costs of litigation may outweigh the projected benefits.301 Pharmaceutical giants like Purdue Pharma are known to take an aggressive no-settlement stance toward litigation,302 and the probability of success is uncertain.303 For these reasons, the ability to pool resources and split the risks of litigation is especially important. Unfortunately, courts are unwilling to allow massive joinder involving the same pharmaceutical product304 and traditional representative actions such as class actions have great difficulty satisfying Rule 23(a).305 Direct-injury claims have the ability to effectively aggregate citizen interests while bypassing the obstacles that hindered representative actions.

Furthermore, direct-injury government-entity lawsuits are not subject to traditional aggregation requirements because they do not fit the mold of mass joinder or representative actions. A direct-injury claim is not a joinder action because it does not necessarily join the claims of multiple plaintiffs into one proceeding; it often involves just one plaintiff (a city, municipality, or state).306 Furthermore, it is not a representative action because the government is suing on behalf of itself, not on behalf of citizens or consumers.307

Although direct-injury government-entity claims are not aggregate actions in the formal sense, they are inherently representative actions because the government functions as an inherent representative of nonparties to the suit. When a state sues on behalf of itself it is disguising the fact that government entities always represent the interests of their constituents. This concept of inherent representation is best understood through analogy. Imagine a company suing a third party for injuries that the company itself (not its stakeholders) sustained. On paper, the company is acting only as a representative of itself. In reality, however, the company is acting as an inherent representative of its stakeholders because any injury to the company’s interest necessarily hurts its employees, creditors, and other
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constituents (in the form of lower salaries, fewer benefits, and higher risk of debt default). Likewise, any verdict in favor of the company will trickle down to its stakeholders either in the form of higher salaries, increased benefits, and so on.

A direct-injury claim by a government entity is similar to a direct-injury claim by a company. When the government incurs higher infrastructure costs due to opioid addiction, its citizens end up bearing those costs through higher taxes or reduced benefits. Similarly, when the government wins a verdict against a third party (e.g., a tortious opioid manufacturer or distributor), the citizens receive the fruits of the verdict through added benefits or lower taxes. Although the court views a government entity’s direct-injury claim as being solely representative of its own interests, in reality, the government is acting as a representative for all of its citizens. This allows its citizens to aggregate their resources (tax money) toward a collective litigation effort lead by their attorney general.

Although direct-injury claims are inherently representative and reap the benefits of aggregation, it is unlikely that courts will subject them to the formal requirements of representative actions. Direct-injury claims will not face Rule 23 class action certification and will not bind nonparties to the judgment because courts are respectful of the form in which government-entity claims are brought; in general, the court is unwilling to look past the stated parties in a complaint. In Purdue Pharma L.P. v. Kentucky, Purdue tried to remove a parens patriae action to federal court by arguing that the state attorney general was acting as a class action representative. Purdue “urged [the court] to look past the pleadings, the named parties, and the stated causes of action to deduce the true nature of this proceeding.” Purdue highlighted how the “real party in interest” was not the county or the state “but individual consumers for whom the Attorney General is acting, in effect, as a disguised class representative.” Despite Purdue’s description of the claim, the court stuck to the form of the pleadings and
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refused to view the *parens patriae* claim as a disguised class action. The Supreme Court in *Mississippi ex rel. Hood v. AU Optronics Corp.* affirmed the Second Circuit’s view and made evident that courts are unwilling to look past the pleadings and will ignore real parties in interest. There, the Court held that a *parens patriae* action against an LCD manufacturer did not constitute a “mass action” under the Class Action Fairness Act, despite the fact that “100 or more unnamed persons . . . [w]ere real parties in interest as beneficiaries to any of the plaintiffs’ claims.” The Court’s unwillingness to classify government-entity claims as mass actions proves that it is unlikely to classify direct-injury claims (a subset of government-entity claims) as aggregate actions. Although courts will not view a single direct-injury government-entity cause of action as a formal aggregation in itself, a series of direct-injury claims may be formally aggregated through administrative aggregation.

D. Judicial Intervention—Administrative Aggregation

A group of direct-injury government-entity claims may be aggregated through administrative means just like any other form of litigation. Administrative aggregation “enable[s] judges to coordinate separate lawsuits for efficient processing.” Unlike representative actions, which may be initiated as a single action, administrative aggregation begins with separate trials that are later consolidated by judges. Separate trials are consolidated either as authorized by special procedural rules through formal administrative aggregation or “outside the ambit of specific rules or statutes” through informal administrative aggregation. One type of formal administrative aggregation is federal multidistrict consolidation, which allows a judicial panel of seven judges to aggregate claims with common facts in the interest of convenience, efficiency, and fairness.

On September 25, 2017, a private attorney involved in the opioid litigation moved to consolidate over sixty government-entity lawsuits from across the country through multidistrict litigation. As the number of lawsuits filed by government entities grew in numbers, so did the case list for Multidistrict Litigation Request Number 2804 (“MDL 2804”). On December 5, the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation (JPML) ordered consolidation of more than one hundred lawsuits listed under MDL 2804, to be heard by Judge
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Dan Polster. Although some government-entity lawsuits were excluded from the consolidation, the coordination is highly beneficial. It will ensure consistent pretrial rulings and allow parties—especially the defendants—to save resources “by litigating their case in a single court that’s most convenient for the parties.” Although the JPML is the only entity that has the ability to formally aggregate a series of direct-injury government-entity claims, lawyers have the ability to informally aggregate their claims through private aggregation.

E. Informal Aggregation Incentivizes Settlement

In addition to being administratively aggregated by the judicial branch, the opioid litigation has been informally aggregated by private parties and state attorneys general. Informal (or private) aggregation occurs when parties involved in widespread litigation, rather than judges, “act as though the separate suits were formally aggregated, coordinating their efforts to such an extent as to amount to a treatment of the litigation as a single, integrated whole.” Similar to administrative aggregations, these informal aggregations begin as separate trials. However, unlike formal administrative aggregations, informal aggregations continue as separate trials. Rather than relying on judicial oversight, plaintiffs exploit “the existence of multiple and related claims” and place management “in the hands of a few attorneys or even a single firm” to aggregate lawsuits themselves. Some scholars “argue that informal aggregation can be as efficient as formal aggregation” and just as effective for the pooling of resources.

Learning from the 1990s tobacco litigation, plaintiffs involved in the opioid litigation have informally aggregated their claims to pool resources and coordinate strategy. Famous litigators from the tobacco litigation are collaborating with private attorneys and state AGs to create a powerful force.
against opioid companies. 332 Two lawyers in particular, Mike Moore and Paul Hanly, are leading the effort. Mike Moore has spearheaded a nationwide coalition against opioid companies. His name may only be listed on a series of lawsuits filed in Mississippi, but his involvement spreads beyond state boundaries. 333 He has built an alliance with his “longtime friends . . . includ[ing] former Arizona Attorney General Grant Woods, the first Republican state attorney general to join the anti-tobacco crusade, and Chip Robertson, a former chief justice of the Supreme Court of Missouri who helped his state sue tobacco companies.” 334 In July 2017 he met with “more than a dozen private attorneys” and coordinated legal strategies against opioid companies just as he did for the litigation against tobacco companies. 335 Paul Hanly plays a similar role. Based in New York, he has commenced lawsuits “for close to 30 of the state’s 62 counties.” 336 Hanly represented the thousands of private plaintiffs that settled with Purdue Pharma in 2007 and is using the knowledge gained from those previous lawsuits to garner a stronger force against opioid companies. 337 Some scholars view Hanly and Moore’s efforts as evidence of dangerous power concentrations and argue that private aggregation in the context of mass tort liability has grown so strong “that a small number of attorneys exercise a virtual monopoly over public tort litigation.” 338

Despite their monopolistic qualities, informal aggregations are particularly useful in the context of mass tort liability because they increase the chances of securing the government’s true objective: a large settlement. State AGs already have “greater litigation resources and moral authority than is typically present in mass tort actions initiated by private attorneys.” 339 When these state AGs combine with other AGs and private attorneys, “their resources and moral authority are even more powerful.” 340 Informal aggregations as large in scope as the tobacco and opioid litigation create a “combined litigation muscle, moral authority, and [high] potential for winning overwhelming judgments.” 341 Most importantly, the combined
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muscle allows plaintiffs to procure “large settlements even when their underlying legal claims are questionable.”

The ability to speed up settlement talk is valuable for plaintiffs involved in public tort litigation because their best chance is the procurement of large settlements. The plaintiff’s side of the opioid litigation has learned valuable lessons from the tobacco litigation, when “State Attorneys General from across the country joined forces to launch a full scale, multi-state, multi-issue attack . . . recogniz[ing] that the most efficient approach to the litigation was a multi-state coordinated negotiation process.” By focusing on negotiation rather than adjudication, these AGs made it evident that settlement was their true objective in the tobacco litigation. Similarly, when the FDA sued Purdue Pharma for its off-label marketing of OxyContin, it relied upon “extensive collaboration among the state Attorneys General and the federal investigators to achieve a swift and extensive settlement against a company and its wrongdoers.” Government entities are not concerned with arguing questionable legal theories because they “do not expect their cases to actually go to trial.” Instead, plaintiffs hope to “survive a motion to dismiss” and settle without evaluating the “the doctrinal soundness of their position.” Informal aggregation incentivizes defendants to settle their claims swiftly and avoids evaluation of the plaintiff’s dubious claims. In addition to bypassing certification requirements due to their inherently representative nature, the ability to informally aggregate separate actions makes direct-injury claims a mighty tool for opioid victims and the state and local governments that represent them.

CONCLUSION

All branches and levels of government have pursued both proactive and reactive measures to combat the opioid epidemic and recover societal costs incurred as a result of the epidemic. Direct-injury government-entity claims are perhaps the most interesting reactive measure because they allege injury to the interests of the government entity itself rather than its constituents. These direct-injury claims offer a more powerful alternative to parens patriae actions and can be asserted by any government entity as the sole basis for both recovery and standing. Echoing the tobacco litigation efforts of the 1990s, these government claims have been informally aggregated by plaintiffs’ lawyers to create a powerful force against opioid companies.

Most importantly, direct-injury government claims elude the challenges faced by both individual and aggregate actions in the opioid litigation. With a city, county, or state as the plaintiff, the government is able to effectively
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foreclose conduct-based defenses reliant upon the plaintiff’s blameworthy conduct. Furthermore, these direct-injury government-entity claims inherently function as representative actions that aggregate the interests of taxpayers into a single action led by their AG. As an inherent rather than formal representative action, these lawsuits reap the benefits of aggregation but bypass the Rule 23(a) certification requirements that hindered class actions against opioid companies. Furthermore, unlike class actions, they do not have the potential to bind nonparties to judgments. Considering all the benefits of direct-injury claims, it is no surprise that government entities across the country have chosen civil litigation as their weapon of choice against pharmaceutical giants.